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History of Ancient Civilization - Charles
Seignobos 1906

example. Lead Like Reagan is a meaningful and
memorable guide to leadership, forging a
framework for inspiring greatness and achieving
success.
Tomorrowland - Steven Kotler 2015
The Flow Genome Project director and awardwinning author of The Rise of Superman charts
the world-changing transformation of fictional
scientific concepts into real-world technologies.
Original. 10,000 first printing.
HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference,
Fifth Edition - Thomas Powell 2010-01-08
The Definitive Guide to HTML & CSS--Fully
Updated Written by a Web development expert,
the fifth edition of this trusted resource has been
thoroughly revised and reorganized to address
HTML5, the revolutionary new Web standard.
The book covers all the elements supported in
today's Web browsers--from the standard
(X)HTML tags to the archaic and proprietary
tags that may be encountered. HTML & CSS:
The Complete Reference, Fifth Edition contains
full details on CSS 2.1 as well as every
proprietary and emerging CSS3 property
currently supported. Annotated examples of
correct markup and style show you how to use
all of these technologies to build impressive Web
pages. Helpful appendixes cover the syntax of
character entities, fonts, colors, and URLs. This
comprehensive reference is an essential tool for
professional Web developers. Master transitional
HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 markup Write
emerging standards-based markup with HTML5
Enhance presentation with Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS1 and CSS 2.1) Learn proprietary
and emerging CSS3 features Learn how to read

Lead Like Reagan - Dan Quiggle 2014-06-16
A first-hand account of Ronald Reagan's
leadership style, with personal insight and
practical application. Lead Like Reagan is a
guide to more effective leadership, inspired by
the Great Communicator himself. Drawing upon
his time serving Ronald Reagan, author Dan
Quiggle relates lessons learned first-hand from
his front row seat to history. Using Reagan and
other prominent business leaders as examples,
Quiggle illustrates what leadership looks like at
the highest levels, why such leadership is
effective, and how it can be successfully
emulated. Readers will learn strategies to
motivate, communicate, and inspire, forming a
unique leadership template with personal
application. Sitting at the feet of greatness and
personally observing what Ronald Reagan did
and said, made an indelible mark on Dan's own
personal leadership style, shaping his thoughts
about the key traits and actions of great leaders.
In Lead Like Reagan, readers gain insight into
both the personal attributes and leadership
traits which are required to lead with vision,
excellence, and impact. Practical advice and
inspiring vision provide a template to: Assemble
the right people to form a successful team Earn
loyalty and commitment from others Lead by
example to model excellence Manage crises by
finding the opportunity in the midst of challenge
Leave a lasting legacy of optimism and
inspiration Leadership is a process of continual
growth and Ronald Reagan provides an inspiring
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed
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(X)HTML document type definitions (DTDs)
Apply everything in an open standards-focused
fashion Thomas A. Powell is president of PINT,
Inc. (pint.com), a nationally recognized Web
agency. He developed the Web Publishing
Certificate program for the University of
California, San Diego Extension and is an
instructor for the Computer Science Department
at UCSD. He is the author of the previous
bestselling editions of this book and Ajax: The
Complete Reference, and co-author of
JavaScript: The Complete Reference.
A Firefly in the Dark - Shazaf Fatima Haider
2018-04-10
'By turns terrifying and amusing, this is not a
book you want to read before you go to sleep. Or
maybe you do...'--Jerry Pinto Sharmeen's life is
disrupted when, after an unexpected tragedy,
she moves into her Nani's rambling ancestral
bungalow with her family. She hates this new
life: her mother, Aliya, and Nani fight constantly;
her new schoolmates bully her; and the family
retainer, her loving Aziz Bhai, suddenly becomes
dominating. The only place where Sharmeen
finds solace is the world of Nani's fantastical
stories: tales of Jinn, shapeshifters and other
dastardly creatures. But slowly, unseen forces
that had lain dormant for centuries start to
awaken. Sharmeen meets her own personal Jinn,
the prankster Jugnu, who reveals her family's
history, a pact one of her ancestors made with
the Jinn-world, and also some not-so-good news-and Sharmeen realizes that it is up to her to
rescue the adults in her life... Mysterious,
magical and moving, A Firefly in the Dark is a
page-turner and a work of fantasy and soaring
imagination that will delight readers of all ages.
Don't Count on It! - John C. Bogle 2010-10-26
Praise for Don't Count On It! "This collection of
Jack Bogle's writings couldn't be more timely.
The clarity of his thinking—and his insistence on
the relevance of ethical standards—are totally
relevant as we strive to rebuild a broken
financial system. For too many years, his strong
voice has been lost amid the cacophony of
competing self-interests, misdirected complexity,
and unbounded greed. Read, learn, and support
Jack's mission to reform the industry that has
been his life's work." —PAUL VOLCKER,
Chairman of the President's Economic Recovery
Advisory Board and former Chairman of the
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed

Federal Reserve (1979–1987) "Jack Bogle has
given investors throughout the world more
wisdom and plain financial 'horse sense' than
any person in the history of markets. This
compendium of his best writings, particularly his
post-crisis guidance, is absolutely essential
reading for investors and those who care about
the future of our society." —ARTHUR LEVITT,
former Chairman, U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission "Jack Bogle is one of the most lucid
men in finance." —NASSIM N.TALEB, PhD,
author of The Black Swan "Jack Bogle is one of
the financial wise men whose experience spans
the post–World War II years. This book,
encompassing his insights on financial behavior,
pitfalls, and remedies, with a special focus on
mutual funds, is an essential read. We can only
benefit from his observations." —HENRY
KAUFMAN, President, Henry Kaufman &
Company, Inc. "It was not an easy sell. The joke
at first was that only finance professors invested
in Vanguard's original index fund. But what a
triumph it has been. And what a focused and
passionate drive it took: it is a zero-sum game
and only costs are certain. Thank you, Jack."
—JEREMY GRANTHAM, Cofounder and
Chairman, GMO "On finance, Jack Bogle thinks
unconventionally. So, this sound rebel turns out
to be right most of the time. Meanwhile, many of
us sometimes engage in self-deception. So, this
book will set us straight. And in the last few
pages, Jack writes, and I agree, that Peter
Bernstein was a giant. So is Jack Bogle." —JEANMARIE EVEILLARD, Senior Adviser, First Eagle
Investment Management Insights into investing
and leadership from the founder of The
Vanguard Group Throughout his legendary
career, John Bogle-founder of the Vanguard
mutual fund group and creator of the first index
mutual fund-has helped investors build wealth
the right way, while, at the same time, leading a
tireless campaign to restore common sense to
the investment world. A collection of essays
based on speeches delivered to professional
groups and college students in recent years, in
Don't Count on It is organized around eight
themes Illusion versus reality in investing
Indexing to market returns Failures of
capitalism The flawed structure of the mutual
fund industry The spirit of entrepreneurship
What is enough in business, and in life Advice to
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America's future leaders The unforgettable
characters who have shaped his career Widely
acclaimed for his role as the conscience of the
mutual fund industry and a relentless advocate
for individual investors, in Don't Count on It,
Bogle continues to inspire, while pushing the
mutual fund industry to measure up to their
promise.
Our Lady of Alice Bhatti - Mohammed Hanif
2012-05-29
From the author of the universally acclaimed
debut novel A Case of Exploding Mangoes: a
subversive, often shockingly funny new novel set
in steaming Karachi, about second chances,
thwarted ambitions, and love in the most
unlikely places. The patients of the Sacred Heart
Hospital for All Ailments need a miracle, and
Alice Bhatti may be just what they're looking for.
She's the new junior nurse, but that's the only
thing ordinary about her. Her father is a parttime healer in the French Colony, Karachi's
Christian slum--and it seems she has inherited
his part-time gift. With a bit of begrudging but
inspired improvisation, Alice brings succour to
the patients lining the hospital's corridors. Yet, a
Christian in an Islamic world, she is ensnared in
the red tape of hospital bureaucracy, trapped by
the caste system, and torn between her duty to
her patients, her father, and her husband--an
apprentice to the nefarious "Gentlemen's Squad"
of the police, and about to plunge them both into
a situation so dangerous that perhaps not even a
miracle can save them. But, of course, Alice
Bhatti is no ordinary nurse...
Treatise on Prayer - Imam Ahmad 2018-06-22
This is a letter from Imam Ahmad i (may Allah
have mercy on him). The treatise by Imam ibn
Hanbal, the Imam of the Hanbali school of
juristic reasoning, renowned for his steep
knowledge, was written several hundred years
ago to the inhabitants of a town where the Imam
stayed for a period of time. It contains a full and
clear description of the prayer and includes
detailed observations of the mistakes, which
Imam Ahmad observed during his time in that
town. It was and remains an invaluable work for
all Muslims. Detailing as it does many common
errors made during prayers, some of which are
serious enough to invalidate the act of worship.
The Wishing Trees - John Shors 2010-09-07
Almost a year after the death of his wife, former
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed

high-tech executive Ian finds a letter that will
change his life. It contains Kate's final wish-a
plea for him to take their ten-year-old daughter,
Mattie, on a trip across Asia, through the
countries they had always planned to visit. Eager
to honor the woman they loved, Ian and Mattie
embark on an epic journey, leaving notes to Kate
in "wishing trees" along the way, and
encountering miracles large and small. And as
they begin to find their way back to each other,
they discover that healing is possible and love
endures-lessons that Kate hoped to show them
all along...
God's Own Land - Shaukat Ṣiddīqī 1991
Thomas' Calculus - Weir 2008
About Translation - Peter Newmark 1991
Peter Newmark's third book is an attempt to
deepen and extend his views on translation. He
goes easy on theories and models and diagrams
and offers a few correlative statements to assist
translators in finding a variety of options and in
making their decisions.
No Country for Old Men - Lynnea Chapman
King 2009-08-03
In 2005, Cormac McCarthy's novel, No Country
for Old Men, was published to wide acclaim, and
in 2007, Ethan and Joel Coen brought their
adaptation of McCarthy's novel to the screen.
The film earned praise from critics worldwide
and was honored with four Academy Awards',
including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best
Adapted Screenplay. In No Country for Old Men:
From Novel to Film, scholars offer varied
approaches to both the novel and the awardwinning film. Beginning with several essays
dedicated entirely to the novel and its place
within the McCarthy canon, the anthology offers
subsequent essays focusing on the film, the
adaptation process, and the Coen Brothers more
broadly. The book also features an interview
with the Coen brothers' long-time
cinematographer Roger Deakins. This
entertaining and enriching book for readers
interested in the Coen Brothers' films and in
McCarthy's fiction is an important contribution
to both literature and film studies.
Born Standing Up - Steve Martin 2008-09-04
Steve Martin has been an international star for
over thirty years. Here, for the first time, he
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looks back to the beginning of his career and
charmingly evokes the young man he once was.
Born in Texas but raised in California, Steve was
seduced early by the comedy shows that played
on the radio when the family travelled back and
forth to visit relatives. When Disneyland opened
just a couple of miles away from home, an
enchanted Steve was given his first chance to
learn magic and entertain an audience. He
describes how he noted the reaction to each joke
in a ledger - 'big laugh' or 'quiet' - and
assiduously studied the acts of colleagues,
stealing jokes when needed. With superb detail,
Steve recreates the world of small, dark clubs
and the fear and exhilaration of standing in the
spotlight. While a philosophy student at UCLA,
he worked hard at local clubs honing his comedy
and slowly attracting a following until he was
picked up to write for TV. From here on, Steve
Martin became an acclaimed comedian, packing
out venues nationwide. One night, however, he
noticed empty seats and realised he had
'reached the top of the rollercoaster'. BORN
STANDING UP is a funny and riveting chronicle
of how Steve Martin became the comedy genius
we now know and is also a fascinating portrait of
an era.
The Nectar of Pain - Najwa Zebian 2018-10-02
In The Nectar of Pain, Zebian sheds light on the
feelings and experiences that emerge from a
painful heartbreak. She writes that the process
of cleansing oneself of that pain—day by day,
hour by hour, and second by second—is the real
work of healing. With uncommon warmth and
wisdom, Zebian empowers all who have lost to
let go of anger and transform their suffering into
the softness, sweetness, and beauty of nectar.
She holds her readers by the hand as they heal.
The Bride's Mirror - Naz̲īr Aḥmad 2001
Muslim Family And Social Life In Old Delhi, With
Its Crowded Markets And Narrow Lanes, Its
Festivals And Weddings, Moneylenders And
Cheats, Spiteful Servants And Machinating
Mothers, Have Never Been As Vividly And
Energetically Portrayed As In This Novel, The
First Bestseller In Urdu. This Translation, Done
In 1903 By An Admiring Englishman, Is A Classic
Now Back In Print After A Century.
The Confession of Sultana Daku - Sujit Saraf
2010-01-18
7 July 1924. Sultana Daku, notorious leader of a
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed

gang of bhantu dacoits that terrorized the towns
and villages of the United Provinces, awaits Lt.
Col. Samuel Pearce’s arrival in Haldwani jail. It
is Sultana’s last night. In the morning he will be
hanged. Wrapped in a haze of charas and
nostalgia, the daku speaks all night as the
Englishman listens. He recounts tales of
incredible feats and narrow escapes, of the
camaraderie he shared with his bhantu
companions, of his love for the nautanki dancer
Phulkanwar, and of the shocking betrayal that
brought him to the gallows. But even as Pearce
and the reader are drawn into Sultana’s
confession, the contradictions that emerge
reveal the daku’s own demons—his fears,
superstitions and ruthless excesses—and an
unshakeable belief in his criminal destiny that
clashes all too often with his secret longings and
hopes. Combining swashbuckling adventure with
a moving story of human frailty and fortitude,
The Confession of Sultana Daku is a grand
narrative that is as mesmerizing as it is
unsettling. Told with remarkable flair, passion
and a rare sensitivity, it seals Sujit Saraf’s
reputation as a master storyteller.
God - Reza Aslan 2017-11-07
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
bestselling author of Zealot and host of Believer
explores humanity’s quest to make sense of the
divine in this concise and fascinating history of
our understanding of God. In Zealot, Reza Aslan
replaced the staid, well-worn portrayal of Jesus
of Nazareth with a startling new image of the
man in all his contradictions. In his new book,
Aslan takes on a subject even more immense:
God, writ large. In layered prose and with
thoughtful, accessible scholarship, Aslan
narrates the history of religion as a remarkably
cohesive attempt to understand the divine by
giving it human traits and emotions. According
to Aslan, this innate desire to humanize God is
hardwired in our brains, making it a central
feature of nearly every religious tradition. As
Aslan writes, “Whether we are aware of it or not,
and regardless of whether we’re believers or
not, what the vast majority of us think about
when we think about God is a divine version of
ourselves.” But this projection is not without
consequences. We bestow upon God not just all
that is good in human nature—our compassion,
our thirst for justice—but all that is bad in it: our
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greed, our bigotry, our penchant for violence. All
these qualities inform our religions, cultures,
and governments. More than just a history of our
understanding of God, this book is an attempt to
get to the root of this humanizing impulse in
order to develop a more universal spirituality.
Whether you believe in one God, many gods, or
no god at all, God: A Human History will
challenge the way you think about the divine and
its role in our everyday lives. Praise for God
“Timely, riveting, enlightening and
necessary.”—HuffPost “Tantalizing . . . Driven by
[Reza] Aslan’s grace and curiosity, God . . . helps
us pan out from our troubled times, while asking
us to consider a more expansive view of the
divine in contemporary life.”—The Seattle Times
“A fascinating exploration of the interaction of
our humanity and God.”—Pittsburgh PostGazette “[Aslan’s] slim, yet ambitious book [is]
the story of how humans have created God with
a capital G, and it’s thoroughly mindblowing.”—Los Angeles Review of Books “Aslan
is a born storyteller, and there is much to enjoy
in this intelligent survey.”—San Francisco
Chronicle
In the Line of Fire - Pervez Musharraf
2008-09-04
It is almost unprecedented for a head of state to
publish a memoir while still in office. But Pervez
Musharraf is no ordinary head of state. As
President of Pakistan since 1999, his is one of
the most dangerous jobs in the world, and he
continues to play a crucial role in the global war
on terror. A one-time supporter of the Taliban, a
general who fought in several wars, President
Musharraf took a decisive turn against militant
Islam in 2001. Since then he has survived two
assassination attempts; rooted out militants in
his own government; helped direct countless
raids against al-Qaeda both in his cities and in
the mountains; and tracked Osama bin Laden
with technical and human intelligence. IN THE
LINE OF FIRE is astonishingly revealing and
honest about dozens of topics of intense interest
to the world. Among its many revelations:
exactly how Pakistani authorities tracked down
and smashed three major al-Qaeda control
centres in the mountains; how al-Qaeda's manylayered structure was revealed after the
assassination attempts; Bin Laden's current
position within the al-Qaeda hierarchy; what it
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed

has been like to deal with Bush and Blair; how
Pakistan and India have avoided nuclear
confrontation; and much more. The terrible
earthquake of 2005, killing nearly 40,000
Pakistanis, is just one chapter in a life and
career that has been filled with danger and
drama. The worldwide launch of President
Musharraf's memoir promises to be a sensation.
Kill Chain - Andrew Cockburn 2015-03-10
An essential and page-turning narrative on the
history of drone warfare by the acclaimed author
of Rumsfeld, exploring how this practice
emerged, who made it happen, and the real
consequences of targeted killing Assassination
by drone is a subject of deep and enduring
fascination. Yet few understand how and why
this has become our principal way of waging
war. Kill Chain uncovers the real and
extraordinary story; its origins in long-buried
secret programs, the breakthroughs that made
UAV operations possible, the ways in which the
technology works and, despite official claims,
does not work. Taking the reader inside the wellguarded world of national security, the book
reveals the powerful interests - military, CIA and
corporate - that have led the drive to kill
individuals by remote control. Most importantly
of all, the book describes what has really
happened when the theories underpinning the
strategy -- and the multi-billion dollar contracts
they spawn -- have been put to the test. Drawing
on sources deep in the military and intelligence
establishments, Andrew Cockburn's Kill Chain
unveils the true effects, as demonstrated by
bloody experience, of assassination warfare, a
revelation that readers will find surprising as
well as shocking.
Law of Success for Both the Worlds - Q. S. Khan
2008-09
Khan asserts that most people are unaware of
the mental and spiritual side of prosperity,
hence they struggle throughout their careers
and remain failures until the end of their lives.
This volume introduces both aspects of
prosperity--that is, earning wealth along with
blessings.
2020 - Paul Cornish 2017-07-06
'A timely and cogent reminder that history never
ends and is about to be made' - Tim Marshall,
author of Prisoners of Geography With the world
already struggling to contain conflicts on several
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continents, with security and defence
expenditure under huge pressure, it's time to
think the unthinkable and explore what might
happen. As former soldiers now working in
defence strategy and conflict resolution, Paul
Cornish and Kingsley Donaldson are perfectly
qualified to guide us through a credible and
utterly convincing 20/20 vision of the year 2020,
from cyber security to weapons technology, from
geopolitics to undercover operations. This book
is of global importance, offering both analysis
and creative solutions - essential reading both
for decision-makers and everyone who simply
wants to understand our future.
Managers as Little Prince - Khurram Ellahi
2020-06-23
This is the First Book from Pakistan which looks
at Business & Management through lens of
poetry & fiction. Author (Khurram Ellahi) has
used poetry as a tool to look at current issues of
Business & Management sciences. Book starts
with the thesis that how poetry & fiction has
already influenced physics, psychology and other
fields of knowledge. In this book Author has
used the novel Little Prince written by Saint
Exupery to attend the long lasting dilemmas of
Business & Management. New thinking
approach has been introduced to attend the old
problems of management. Book also looks at
conventional approach of attending those
dilemmas and how thinking like Little Prince can
help Managers. This is first of its kind endeavor
from Pakistan. Author Khurram Ellahi is a
lecturer at a public university. He is pursuing his
PhD in leadership. Book has been published with
Auraq Publications self-publishing platform.
Stray Reflections - Sir Muhammad Iqbal 2006

electronics technology to new applications
areas. Presents material methodically - first
establishing the background theory before going
on to specific applications. Familiarizes readers
with the analysis and operation of various power
conversions circuits that have applications at
high power levels, and formulates equations that
govern the behavior of these circuits. Discusses
the application of power electronic devices in
uncontrolled and controlled single phase
rectifiers, inverters, ac voltage controllers,
cycloconverters, and dc choppers, and
demonstrates voltage and current waveform
analysis for the output, starting with a simple
resistive load to more practical inductive loads.
Includes many worked examples, basic formulas,
and an abundance of illustrations and diagrams.
Shikwa and Jawab-I-Shikwa Complaint and
Answer - Sir Muhammad Iqbal 1981
Film Studies - Warren Buckland 2003
Both film buffs and students of the cinema will
find this reference indispensable. It gives a
chronological overview of film, analyzing genres
such as westerns and sci-fi; explores different
artistic approaches, techniques, and effects; and
profiles a wide variety of directors, from Alfred
Hitchcock to Steven Spielberg. The book
uncovers the secrets of film reviewing and the
conventions reviewers adopt when they evaluate
films. This new edition includes an expanded
section concerning film studies on the Internet.
Whatever readers' interest in film, Teach
Yourself Film Studies will provide them with the
skills to turn them into well-informed film critics.
Pakistan - Imran Khan 2012
'Pakistan' tells the fascinating history of the
country as seen through the eyes of one of its
most famous sons, Imran Khan.
As Level Economics - Qamar Baloch 2013-08-22
AS Level Economics Topical Paper 1 & 2 CIE
(9708) all variants. This book contains full length
explanation of every case study and essay
question and they are arranged topically. MCQS
are also exlained logically and complete working
have been done for MCQS based on
mathematics.
Handbook of Wireless Local Area Networks Mohammad Ilyas 2005-05-25
Handbook of Wireless Local Area Networks:
Applications, Technology, Security, and

Power Electronics for Technology - Ashfaq
Ahmed 1999
Recognizing the current demands of the
workplace, this applications-oriented
introduction offers an easy-to-understand
explanation of the principles of power
electronics, with complete coverage on the
switching, control and conversion of electrical
power using semiconductor devices. Reflecting
the increasing demand for efficient conversion
and control of electrical power, it considers the
latest power devices, circuits, and control
schemes that continue to extend power
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed
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Standards captures the current state of wireless
LANs, and serves as the single comprehensive
reference on the subject. Addressing challenges
related to the further development of WLAN
technology, the Handbook covers the entire
spectrum of topics from basic concepts t
My Feudal Lord - Tehmina Durrani 1995
When a woman with brains and beauty from a
wealthy background decides to take her fate into
her own hands and challenge the restrictions of
a male-oriented, conservative society, the
consequences can be devastating.Born into one
of Pakistan's most influ
Being Pakistani - Raza Rumi 2018-07-05
How different is Pakistan's culture from that of
India? Exploring various aspects of the arts,
literature and heritage of Pakistan, Raza Rumi
argues that culture in Pakistan is not
particularly unique to the nation, but rather a
part of the cultural identities shared by South
Asians. From the songs of Kabir and the ballads
of Bulleh Shah to the cult of the feminine in the
Sindh region, Rumi takes a kaleidoscopic view of
the deep-set cultural mores that tie India and
Pakistan together. Going further, he examines
aspects of the visual arts, poetry, music and
literature of Pakistan that impact global cultural
narratives. Finally, he introduces readers to
contemporary Pakistani writers and artists and
the milieu in which they express their creativity,
giving us a fascinating glimpse into cultural
productions in Pakistan today. Being Pakistani is
a riveting account of artistic traditions and their
significance in present-day Pakistan, presenting
an alternative view of the country, beyond the
usual headlines that focus on political instability
and terrorism.
Maut Ke Saudagar - 2017

fool, and the host of this unique sketch comedy.
From humorous scenes in colonial north India, to
the heartbreak and homesickness of postcolonial life in Pakistan, Mirages of the Mind
forms an authentic portrait of life among South
Asia’s Urdu speakers, rendered beautifully into
English by Matt Reeck and Aftab Ahmad.
Piya Rang Kala - Muḥammad Yaḥyā K̲h̲ān 2011
The Book of Baba Farid - Baba Farid
2015-04-13
THE BOOK OF BABA FARID Translation &
Introduction Paul Smith The father of Punjabi
poetry Baba Farid (1173-1266) was born in the
Punjab. Khwaja Bakhtiar Kaki was Baba Farid's
Spiritual Master. Kaki met Mu'in ud-din Chishti
at Baghdad and became his disciple. The king at
Delhi, Balban, welcomed Farid in Delhi. His
daughter married Farid. Baba Farid, the Sufi
Master poet laureate from Punjab is famous for
his wise and spiritual couplets (slokas)... 112 of
them are in the bible of the Sikhs (whom he
influenced) the Guru Granth, and 128 are
translated here with the correct rhyme-structure
and meaning. Hospitals and factories and even a
town named after him. Introduction on The Life,
Times and Poetry of Baba Farid, Sufis &
Dervishes: Their Art & Use of Poetry. Large
Format Paperback 7" x 10" 166 pages.
COMMENTS ON PAUL SMITH'S TRANSLATION
OF HAFIZ'S 'DIVAN'. "It is not a joke... the
English version of ALL the ghazals of Hafiz is a
great feat and of paramount importance. I am
astonished. If he comes to Iran I will kiss the
fingertips that wrote such a masterpiece
inspired by the Creator of all and I will lay down
my head at his feet out of respect." Dr. Mir
Mohammad Taghavi (Dr. of Literature) Tehran.
"Superb translations. 99% Hafiz 1% Paul Smith."
Ali Akbar Shapurzman, translator of many
mystical works in English into Persian and
knower of Hafiz's Divan off by heart. "Smith has
probably put together the greatest collection of
literary facts and history concerning Hafiz."
Daniel Ladinsky (Penguin Books). "I was very
impressed with the beauty of these books." Dr.
R.K. Barz. Faculty of Asian Studies, Australian
National University. Paul Smith is a poet, author
and translator of many books of Sufi poets of the
Persian, Arabic, Urdu, Turkish, Pashtu and other
languages... including Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi,

Mirages of the Mind - Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi
2015-07-07
A hilarious and nostalgic account of twentiethcentury Muslim life on the Indian subcontinent
Basharat and his family are Indian Muslims who
have relocated to Pakistan, but who remain
deeply steeped in the nostalgia of pre-Partition
life in India. Through Mirages of the Mind’s
absurd anecdotes and unforgettable
biographical sketches—which hide the deeper
unease and sorrow of the family’s journey from
Kanpur to Karachi—Basharet emerges as a wise
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed
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'Attar, Sana'i, Jahan Khatun, Obeyd Zakani,
Mu'in, Amir Khusrau, Nesimi, Kabir, Anvari,
Ansari, Jami, Omar Khayyam, Rudaki, Yunus
Emre, Mahsati and many others, as well as his
own poetry, fiction, plays, biographies,
children's books and 12 screenplays.
www.newhumanitybooks.com
River of Fire - Qurratulain Hyder 2019-03-26
“Magisterial” (Pankaj Mishra, The New York
Review of Books) and “to Urdu fiction what One
Hundred Years of Solitude is to Hispanic
literature” (TLS) The most important novel of
twentieth-century Urdu fiction, Qurratulain
Hyder’s River of Fire encompasses the fates of
four recurring characters over two and a half
millennia. These characters become crisscrossed
and strangely inseparable over different eras,
forming and reforming their relationships in
romance and war, in possession and
dispossession. River of Fire interweaves
parables, legends, dreams, diaries, and letters,
forming a rich tapestry of history and human
emotions and redefining Indian identity. But
above all, it’s a unique pleasure to read Hyder’s
singular prose style: “Lyrical and witty,
occasionally idiosyncratic, it is always alluring
and allusive: Flora Annie Steel and E. M. Forster
encounter classical Urdu poets; Eliot and
Virginia Woolf meet Faiz Ahmed Faiz” (The
Times Literary Supplement).
The Truth Always Prevails - Sadruddin
Hashwani 2014-08-15
The memoir of one of Pakistan’s most prominent
businessmen in exile ‘I reached to see not the
beautiful hotel that we had so lovingly built, but
a war zone. . . . We found bodies of our dear
guests, colleagues, friends: faces I recognized,
faces I had worked with and smiled at. The sight
that stunned me was the crater—60 feet wide
and 20 feet deep. It had been created by over
1000 kg of RDX. The hotel had not been
attacked, it had been brutalized. Dead bodies
and dismembered limbs, little pools of blood—it
was a massacre. I had thought of myself as a
hardened man who had seen violence and gristly
sights—but what I saw that day left me shaken.’
Truth Always Prevails is the memoir of one of
Pakistan’s most prominent businessmen,
Sadruddin Hashwani, chairman of the
internationally renowned Hashoo Group. From
sleeping in the back of trucks in the cold deserts
zaviya-2-ashfaq-ahmed

of Balochistan to now owning a brand of luxury
hotels as well as numerous other businesses,
Sadruddin Hashwani has led a remarkable life.
He has struggled against corrupt politicians and
uncooperative government officials to build and
sustain an extensive business empire. He has
faced near-death experiences, most remarkably
the 2008 bombing of his own hotel, the Marriott
Islamabad, and has overcome seemingly
insurmountable odds. Filled with fascinating
anecdotes and telling sketches of prominent
Pakistani personalities, his is an extraordinary
story that will inspire and entertain readers.
Climate Change and Anthropogenic Impacts
on Health in Tropical and Subtropical
Regions - Karmaoui, Ahmed 2020-01-31
Climate change and environmental pollution
remain two primary areas of concern in today’s
world. These detrimental influences continue to
have a strong impact on various aspects of
humanity, specifically public health in tropical
regions. Researchers have seen neglected
tropical diseases (NTDs) affected by climate
change and anthropogenic impacts. Climate
Change and Anthropogenic Impacts on Health in
Tropical and Subtropical Regions is a pivotal
reference source that provides vital research on
the association of environmental pollutants and
global warming with viruses in tropical regions.
While highlighting topics such as pathogenicity,
travel impact, and economic impacts, this
publication explores the developments and
trends in these areas of medicine and ecology,
as well as prevention strategies to be used for
educational and sensitization purposes. This
book is ideally designed for doctors, medical
practitioners, ecologists, epidemiologists,
environmentalists, world health organizations,
researchers, biologists, policymakers,
academicians, and students.
The Places I've Cried in Public - Holly Bourne
2019-10-03
Amelie loved Reese. And she thought he loved
her. But she's starting to realise love isn't
supposed to hurt like this. So now she's
retracing their story and untangling what
happened by revisiting all the places he made
her cry. Because if she works out what went
wrong, perhaps she can finally learn to get over
him.
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